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Superstreets can be great unsignalized or signalized

Sites

• Unequaled two-way signal progression

• Of all potential sites, 11 in four states had no significant other
changes from before to after superstreet construction
• Suburban, four-lane or six-lane meets two-lane or four-lane
• Some three-legged sites
• 1200 before crashes, 950 after crashes

• Lower travel times
• Easier for pedestrians to cross
• Speed control

Results
• Crashes down at eight sites, up at three sites
• Sites with lower demands from minor street did better

• CMF for overall crashes = 0.85
• Standard deviation = 0.16

Means 15 percent
reduction expected

• CMF for injury crashes = 0.78
Compared to
conventional intersection

• Standard deviation = 0.20

Signalized superstreets are probably safer
• Conflict points reduced and separated
• Two-phase signals, protected movements
• On the other hand, unexpected movements,
side-by-side turns, longer travel distances

Site in Ohio.

Conflict points at conventional
and superstreet intersections.

Profession needs a crash modification factor (CMF)
•
•
•
•

Minor street drivers object to longer travel
Business owners try to involve media and politicians
Agencies need numbers for prioritization
CMF for unsignalized superstreet, which is very healthy, not
convincing in these cases

Method
• Before and after observational study with crash data
• Comparison site adjustment for any simultaneous events
• No need for Empirical Bayes to adjust for regression to mean
• Signalized superstreets not installed as high-crash
countermeasures
• Construction years not analyzed

Site in Texas.

Recommendations
• Use the new CMFs, win the p.r. battles

• Build more superstreets
• Save crashes and injuries and probably lives
• And get other benefits
• Collect more data, refine the CMFs
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